Intelerad
Technologist Portal

Intelerad’s Technologist Portal is a web-based solution that allows users to complete their daily tasks from within IntelePACS®.

An easy-to-use solution, the module facilitates case assignment to technologists, allowing them to add all necessary information to fill orders. In addition to adding patient and exam notes, as well as alerts, the portal provides wide access to patient history, including online and offline access to patient images and data.

INTELERAD TECH PORTAL OFFERS

› An improved workflow.
› A customization tool that allows technologists to create multiple worklists based on different criteria, including exam status, date range, modality, organizations, locations, and rooms.
› Online and offline access to patients’ prior images and data.
› Manual validation ensures that no studies are overlooked.
CUSTOMIZABLE WORKLISTS
› Users’ worklists can be accessed from any workstation.
› Worklists can be sorted by priority, scheduled date, check-in date and more.
› The technologist can access notes that were entered for a specific exam.

UNPARALLELED ACCESS TO PATIENT HISTORY
› Allows complete patient histories to be accessed from the case editor.
› Enables users to check the availability of priors and retrieve them if necessary.
› When coupled with Intelerad’s Master Patient Index, offline images can be retrieved from the patient history page.

CASE EDITOR
› Provides a location for technologists to start and complete exams.
› Allows users to add or modify exam information, add or change the referring physician, and assign the exam to a reading group or a radiologist.
› Completed exams are flagged as ready to be read.

DOCUMENT SCANNING
› Enables technologists to upload or scan documents from any location via the case editor.
› Allows technologists to define the document type, flip, and rotate the documents.
› Radiologists will see the documents in InteleViewer™’s document viewer.

THE TECHNOLOGIST PORTAL’S CUSTOMIZABLE WORKLIST CAN BE SORTED BY PRIORITY, SCHEDULED DATE, CHECK-IN DATE AND MORE.

INTELERAD’S MASTER PATIENT INDEX HELPS TECHNOLOGISTS FIND PATIENT IMAGES AND REPORTS STORED ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE THAT MAY BE RELATED TO THEIR CURRENT CASE.